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2021: A YEAR
OF COVID AND
RESILIENCE

2021 Highlights
In order to better support our NGO partners, we adjusted many of our
programs to focus on the two needs most articulated to us by other NGOs:
(1) how to enable stable, sustained funding, and (2) strategies to optimize
the use of effective digital marketing to reach a larger audience.

2021 continued to be a challenging year for Hong Kong. High rates of
unemployment in industries which had been badly impacted by Covid-related
restrictions presented challenges to already disadvantaged communities in terms
of sourcing and securing their basic needs, including the now “basic” need for
internet connectivity. Mental and emotional health challenges were also placed
firmly in the spotlight. The situation emphasized the high degree of reliance
of such communities on the nonprofit organisations which provide them with
ongoing support and, by extension, the critical need for such efforts by the
nonprofits to be sustainable, effective and impactful.
Amidst this deepening crisis, ACS worked through the Covid-related restrictions
and continuing challenges of 2021 to provide support to our NGO partners
and networks via both our capacity building services, as well as our role as
an intermediary community connector of different stakeholders in the sector.
We are proud of our accomplishments and the dedication of our staff in delivering
such support: ACS served more than 204 unique NGOs and 589 NGO leaders;
such was the demand for our services that the total hours of NGO training
increased by 20% compared with figures from 2020. In addition, more training
sessions were conducted in Cantonese, so as to serve a wider nonprofit network.

Our Impact

194

Unique
Volunteers

204

Unique NGOs
Served
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4,219
Volunteer
Hours

589
NGO staff
trained

$8.4M

The training we provided in 2021 included:
• IGNITE Workshops on Smart Fundraising and Funder Due Diligence
• SPRINT Hackathons on Crowdfunding
• ENGAGE Digital Marketing Campaigns
Besides our regular core program offering, we partnered with family foundations,
members of academia and other stakeholders to successfully launch a number of
special projects, initiatives and program pilots which provided continued support
for our peer NGO partners, and deepened connections with different stakeholders
through community building.
These included:
• InterGeneration No Boundaries Symposium and Hackathon: which connected
87 NGO teams / leaders with funders during a symposium, and provided 10
shortlisted NGO teams with training on intergenerational project proposal writing
• Teens Give: which provided 30 youth and next generation philanthropists with
hands-on experience during a week-long program shadowing an NGO team and
creating a digital marketing video for that NGO’s use
• Impact Measurement: which guided 3 NGOs through a “Theory of Change”
module of impact measurement
• Team Coaching: which provided 2 NGO teams with facilitated group and peer
coaching and support over a 3-month period
• Community Hours: which connected groups of NGOs within both the same
and different service sectors to network, learn from one another and explore mutual
collaboration opportunities
Lastly, our Community Platform grew the number of peer NGOs profiles over
the course of 2021, providing more opportunities for greater promotion to resource
partners viewing the Platform online, as well as interaction with other NGOs and
volunteers.

Pro-Bono Volunteer
Hours (HK$)

2,890
Hours of
NGO Training

We are incredibly grateful to all of our sponsors
and the 194 volunteers who contributed
more than 4,000 hours of their time and
expertise and delivered more than HK$8.4M
of pro bono services to 204 NGOs!
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Our NGO Community Profile
Since its inception in 2007, ACS has provided services to more than 700 NGOs,
of which 40% operate in the Social Services sector (as detailed below).
Social Services* 40%
Education & Training 15%
Medical & Emotional Health 10%
Animals & Environment 8%
Churches & Ministry Organizations 7%
Arts & Culture 7%
Research, Technology & Other 5%
Poverty & Disaster Relief 5%
Rights & Opportunities 2%
* Social Services includes Children & Youth (15%), Community (9%), People with disabilities (5%), Women
and families (4%), Elderly (4%), Minorities (3%).

2021 Financials
ACS remains financially healthy, thanks to multi-year grants and the ongoing
commitment of our valued supporters. Revenue grew by 33% over 2020,
and we were awarded a $9M grant from the Hong Kong Jockey Club Charitable
Trust for the ENGAGE program which will be recognized in 2022.

Income*

Sources of
HK$5.9M (Total HK$5,928,777)

Expenses*
HK$6M (Total HK$6,038,598)

Foundations 93%
(HK$5,517,097)

Engage 43%
(HK$2,587,286)

Individuals
& Others 6.9%
(HK$406,680)

Ignite 13%
(HK$799,302)

Corporates 0.1%
(HK$5,000)

Sprint 16%
(HK$974,326)
Operations &
Development** 28%
(HK$1,677,685)

*ACS income and expenses are calculated on a cash basis, rather than on an accrual basis.
** Includes development for various pilots.
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Looking Ahead to 2022:
Building & Strengthening
Our Community
“We envision a more unified and equitable Hong Kong where all people,
especially those less fortunate, have access to excellent services and
resources.” Never has our desire to help NGOs provide all people of HK with
access to excellent services and resources been so clear and the time so urgent
as now. We will strive to achieve this goal by strengthening our foundation and
broadening the ways in which we create and connect communities within the social
service ecosystem of resource partners, volunteers and NGOs.
In 2022, we will focus on these four strategic pillars:

Core

Capacity building

Strengthen our foundation with
improved technology and a deeper
engagement with our skills-based
volunteers.

Develop more innovative programs
to serve unmet needs of NGOs, such
as in the areas of Funding, Impact
Measurement and Digitalization.

Consulting

Community

Deepen and broaden our service
offerings and capabilities for NGOs,
while partnering with more experienced consultants and subject matter
experts in a customized environment.

Empower and connect the ecosystem
of NGOs, volunteers and resource
partners to better serve their communities by offering more opportunities
to connect and support them.

We believe in the power of community. When people
belong and feel empowered to support one another,
positive things happen. ACS is dedicated to helping
NGOs and NGO leaders belong and be empowered.
Together we can create positive change and
make Hong Kong a better place for all.
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ACS PROGRAM
OVERVIEW
ACS offers four core programs
(IGNITE, SPRINT, ENGAGE and ASCEND)
and works with corporate partners to
provide customized training and special
project services for designated NGOs.
Each core program is designed to
meet the needs of the NGOs in terms
of offering innovative content, depth
of engagement and transformational
opportunities.
The InterGeneration No Boundaries
Special Project in 2021 focused on
connecting people across all ages
(InterGenerational) to improve their
physical, mental and social well-being.

Program Overview:
Description and Topics
Seminars with cutting edge topics
Peer-to-peer learning and collaboration
on cutting edge topics.
Topics
• Smart Fundraising
• What Funders Want: Due Diligence
• Board Governance
Develop key growth skills
through “learning-by-doing”
Innovate and improve NGO programs or
fundraising pitches.
Topics
• Social Media
• Fundraising

Digital Communications Workshops for NGOs
with Competitions
Elevate NGO digital communications capabilities
to more effectively connect with the target
audience, communicate for a purpose, rally
for more support and amplify the impact for
the organization.
Topics
• Video Storytelling
• Digital Campaign

Consulting Workshops
Develop in-depth strategies and plans via
critical analysis and research.
Topics
• Strategic Planning
• Fundraising Strategies
• Board Governance
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Our Programs

Inspiring Thought Leadership and
Smarter Organizational Methodologies

Engaging Stakeholders: From Digital
Exploration to Elevating Digital
Communications
The Jockey Club ENGAGE Digital Exploration program entered an exciting new
chapter with the addition and launch of
the JC ENGAGE Digital Campaign Series
this year. Building on the success of the
JC ENGAGE Video Storytelling series for
different stakeholder groups, the JC ENGAGE Digital Campaign brings together
an NGO’s strategic marketing efforts with
its specific campaign goals.
We do this through experiential learning
- with support from our amazing skillsbased volunteers – and by offering each
participating NGO team the chance to
win a professional agency/production
service to implement a specific digital
campaign(s). We’ve also introduced an
eLearning element to allow for self-paced
instruction and to maximize the workshop discussion time. To foster sector
learning and support, a mini-campaign
has been built into the training journey
to allow more stakeholders to learn
about the specific social issues and how
NGOs are standing up to the challenges.
In the face of exponential growth in digital communications, NGOs must do more
than just maintain a presence on websites and social media channels. All NGOs
need to have a strong digital communications strategy. We are excited to have
served around 100 NGO leaders in 2021
in this important and strategic area.
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IGNITE’s series of thought leadership
webinars target the C-suite of NGO
leadership via keynote addresses from
subject matter expert speakers, small
group breakout discussions for participating NGOs and an open forum or panel
discussion on the webinar topic by donor
representatives, NGO leaders and/or
other partners in the community.
The small group breakout discussions
for 4-6 NGO leaders are usually facilitated
by experienced ACS volunteers to encourage interaction, engagement and peer
learning amongst the members of the
small group.
This year, our seminar series continued to
be well-attended and offered over Zoom,
given various COVID waves and the strict
social distancing and public gathering
restrictions in Hong Kong. As a result of
challenges exacerbated by COVID, the
focus of most NGOs continued to be on
strategic fundraising, and learning best
practices from the community, which
were reflected in our seminar topics:
• Smart Fundraising
• What Funders Want: Due Diligence
• Board Governance
• Fundraising in 2022: Top Tips & Effective
Practices
In 2021, IGNITE served more than
155 NGO leaders representing 111 NGOs.

Hackathon for Social Good:
Developing Critical Skills to
Crowdfund
While the pandemic continued,
local NGOs in 2021 faced the same
struggles as they had in 2020: to raise
more resources for the marginalized
communities they serve.
Accordingly, we adapted our training
to equip NGOs to develop successful
fundraising tactics online. Since many
NGOs had only limited knowledge
of crowdfunding, we created a new
curriculum called “Be a Crowdfunding
Hacker: Launch a Successful
Campaign”.
Two whole-day workshops were
held in 2021: at each one, 24 NGO
teams, together with our skills-based
volunteers, co-created practical
crowdfunding campaigns focused on
each NGO’s most pressing need and
its mission. Shortlisted NGOs had an
opportunity to deliver their compelling
pitch before a panel of judges which
included funding partners and subject
matter experts, as well as their fellow
NGOs.

1-1 Consulting for Deepest
Strategic Impact
The ASCEND workshops offer
management consulting and
experiential-learning style projects
aimed at improving an NGO’s
strategic capability in topics such as
fundraising, strategic planning and
board governance.
Often used at an inflection point in
an NGO’s development, ASCEND can
help build leadership consensus and
clarify organizational strategy.
NGO leadership teams work
closely and deeply with committed
volunteers to develop an
implementation plan which
addresses their key internal and
external challenges.

The workshop not only connected
NGOs with skills-based volunteers able
to provide ongoing support, but also
potential donors.
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Community
Connector Initiatives

PILOT PROGRAMS
Impact Measurement
& Management

Measuring and Communicating Impact
To equip local nonprofit organizations
with the ability to better measure and
communicate the impact of their services,
ACS engaged Impact Analytics to initiate
a pilot workshop on impact measurement
and management.

Community Gatherings
ACS “Champions”

Community Support Platform:
Facilitating Connections between
NGO Needs and Resource Partners
Our Community Support Platform
was conceived and launched within
two months in June 2020 as a direct
response to the first wave of the Covid
pandemic in Hong Kong.
In 2021, it provided more than 80
NGOs with a forum to articulate their
causes and urgent needs, and to
facilitate connections with potential
resource partners – whether for funding,
volunteer support or in-kind donations.
The Platform was enhanced this year
with the support of dedicated volunteers
who worked to streamline and improve
the online presentation of the Platform,
and add stories on the different
NGOs, thereby creating a better user
experience for prospective partners
reviewing the Platform.
Connections made via the Platform
included a significant donation of
protective masks (which benefitted 10
NGOs to whom they were distributed,
just in time for protection during the flu
season), interactions among NGOs from
different sectors, in-kind donations and
the occasional funder connection.
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Learning and Building Community
Through Collaboration
This year, we piloted sector-themed
networking sessions for NGOs in
the same service sector to get to
know one another in an informal
environment and to share learnings
and best practices.

In March, 13 Education NGOs
focused on how to improve virtual
learning and in June, 15 NGOs in
the Environmental sector discussed
common challenges and trending
topics. After the networking sessions,
both groups were able to continue
collaboration and discussions via
WhatsApp, facilitated by ACS.
As part of our role as a Community
Connector in the Hong Kong social
sector, we will continue to offer
opportunities to gather together,
both face-to-face and virtually, so as
to facilitate both engagement within
sectors and to explore collaborative
initiatives.

Teens Give:
Nurturing the Next
Generation of Givers

Job Shadowing and Brand
Development to Develop Teen
Philanthropy

To cultivate teenagers’ hearts to serve
the community, and with the support
of Seeds Foundation, we launched a
two-week Teens Give pilot program
in the summer. Thirty teenagers aged
between 13 to 17 years old were
matched to work with 10 NGOs,
according to their respective service
sector interests.
The program kicked off with a half-day
workshop, titled “What is Philanthropy?”
which gave the teenagers an overview
of the social sector landscape in
Hong Kong and how they could
contribute to it. In teams of 3, the
teenagers then shadowed an NGO
team at work for 5 days after receiving
a professional coaching session on
video-making and presentation skills,
to support their creation of a marketing
video for the NGO they had been
matched with.
All the marketing videos were presented
by the teams before a panel of judges
on Pitch Day, with the winning video
displayed on a billboard in Causeway
Bay for one week, showcasing that
NGO - ChickenSoup Foundation - to
the public.

NGOs were invited to join this workshop
to: 1) learn about different impact
measurement approaches, including the
BACKS model, Theory of Change, Logical
Model and Social Return of Investment,
2) develop /review their own Theory
of Change and 3) identify outputs and
outcome metrics of the selected program.
Participants shared with us in the
feedback survey that they had:
• Better understanding about the Theory
of Change and different methods to
capture and measure impacts;
• Increased interest in having more
impact measurement metrics in their
different programs;
• Increased confidence in implementing
what they’d learned in the workshop into
other programs; and
• Key actionable take-aways to improve
their organization’s impact measurement
and management after the workshop.

Team Coaching
We customised a pilot program
which gave two peer NGO teams the
opportunity to experience and benefit
from peer coaching, examine their
particular group dynamics, and to learn
new skills. Thank you to two of our
longtime volunteers - professionally
certified executive coaches - who
proposed and facilitated this pro bono
program. We aim to see how we can
work to extend the same support to
a larger number of NGOs in 2022.
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Special Projects
Doing Good Index, 2022 with CAPS
Every two years, the Centre of Asian Philanthropy and Society (CAPS) issues
the Doing Good Index, a comprehensive social impact index which highlights
the factors that encourage or hinder the flow of private capital into the social
sector of 18 countries in Asia.
ACS partnered with CAPS in 2021 to
survey nonprofit organizations in
Hong Kong on topics ranging from
fundraising practices, operational
challenges and the impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic.
We engaged with 99 of our nonprofit
partners for this purpose, who
willingly participated in the exercise in
order to contribute to a bigger picture
analysis of the social sector in Hong
Kong, which will be helpful for all
stakeholders.

We also convened an Experts
Panel comprising luminaries from
the government, academia, legal,
accounting and social sectors to
debate and discuss issues and topics
relating to the social sector in Hong
Kong, for the purpose of providing the
experts’ perspective on developments
in the sector, to be incorporated into
the Index and Report which will be
issued in 2022.

InterGeneration No Boundaries Hackathon

Breaking the Boundaries Between Generations to Collaborate on Societal Issues
In partnership with Chow Tai Fook Charity Foundation and Lee Kum Kee Family
Foundation, we were proud to launch the InterGeneration No Boundaries
campaign to engage NGOs, funders, intergenerational enthusiasts and leading
academia to explore opportunities for connecting people of all ages on a wide
range of societal needs.
87 NGOs, together with 12 Social
Enterprises and 21 funder organizations, joined a Hybrid (live and virtual)
Symposium where leading academics
and NGO practitioners from the intergenerational field shared best practices and social service applications.
This Symposium also provided valuable opportunities for participants to
exchange ideas on various intergenerational topics, and for funders and
NGOs to network and connect.
Inspired by the Symposium, 38 NGOs
submitted proposals on a wide range
of intergenerational project ideas
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ranging from creating age-inclusive
and cohesive communities to
enhancing cross-disciplinary
collaboration and fostering bonds
across generations to promote
physical, mental and social well-being.
10 NGOs were shortlisted to join a
1-day Hackathon to further develop
their project proposals under
the guidance of our skills-based
volunteers. We are thrilled that
Empathy for the Elderly and The
Education University of Hong Kong
were selected by our funding partners
to receive funding to implement their
proposed projects.
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OVERALL
IMPACT

Impact Story

Since 2007, ACS has provided professional
development, training and consulting
services to more than 700 NGOs,
supported by a network of over
1,200 skills-based volunteers and
subject matter experts. This translates
to more than 61,930 volunteer hours
or HK$123M in value of pro bono hours.

Hong Kong Society for the Blind provides services for persons with multiple
disabilities and visual impairment (MDVI), and residential care for the aged blind.
HKSB started their journey with ACS last year at the Mind Matters event
– a Hackathon for Social Impact. In May, HKSB participated in HKJC ENGAGE
– Video Storytelling Series and training. With their hard work, they were
recognized as one of the winners for the video production service.
“There are many visually impaired
elderlies in Hong Kong and we found that
their mental health situation has been
getting worse during the pandemic.
We have a program, called Mindful Music,
which has proved to be useful to enrich
the lives of the elderly blind and uplift
their moods, and we wanted to expand
this sentiment outside of the center and
into the ears and hearts of the families
and friends of these elderly patients.”
“While we were capable of providing this
service, we didn’t know how to share it
with others, such as those who do not
have access to residential care. That is why
we attended the JC ENGAGE workshop to
learn how to tell a good story that could
get our messages across.”

Our Impact Since 2007

+700
NGOs trained

$123M

Pro Bono Hours in Value

“We attended the
JC ENGAGE workshop
to learn how to tell
a good story and get
our message across.”
- Hong Kong Society for the Blind
(HKSB)

+1,200

Skills-based Volunteers
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61,930

Total Volunteer Hours

Through video storytelling, the HKSB team
could more effectively depict the needs,
emotions, and feelings of the elderly
through video, and hence reach into many
hearts of the audience to take action
and help remedy the present situation in
society so more people can be helped.
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Testimonials
NGOS

VOLUNTEERS

我們十分期待能報名參加下一個ACS工作
坊，因為這樣的話，我們的機構就可以提
升内部質素，同時也變得更强大，為無家
可歸的人士提供更好的照顧和服務 。

我們認為ACS很有見地和有價值，大家
所探討的主題就是其中的關鍵。無論是
籌款、志願人士管理或董事會發展，他
們的幫助都很適合我們這些社會服務機
構，對我們日常的工作發揮出很大的
作用。

“We are really excited about signing up
for our next ACS workshop because
we know when we do it, it is going to
be quality time well spent.”
Jeff Rotmeyer
Founder and CEO, ImpactHK

“We always find ACS insightful and
worthwhile. I think one of the key
things is the topics. They are always
relevant to our work as an NGO,
whether it is fundraising, volunteer
management or board development.
They are topics that really make a
difference in our day-to-day work.”
Gabrielle Kirstein
Founder, Feeding HK

我會鼓勵其他社會服務機構跟ACS合作或
參與他們的計劃。我相信只要我們一起協
作，就能讓這個城市變得更美好。
“So I would encourage other NGOs
to participate in ACS programs
or even just partner with them.
I believe that by working together,
we will make the city a better place.”

“I was motivated first from a desire
to serve in the community, but why
ACS? It’s been really nice to meet
people who are like-minded, who
really have a heart for the community
and to be able to serve alongside
them. They [ACS] really have a good
understanding of the community
needs and a lot of deep partnerships.
It’s been really great to learn about all
the different community needs across
Hong Kong and to see that there are a
lot of NGOs doing great work serving
in the community.”

“ACS is about linking different
organisations together to trigger a
multiplier effect which supports the
sustainable development of the social
welfare sector. Through learning and
practical application, ACS not only
helps NGOs develop key skills, but
also helps them achieve their goals.”

Norbert Woo
Volunteer

Maria Xuereb
Volunteer

Sarah Tam
Volunteer

“Share your talent and be inspired!”

James Tang
Director, Hong Kong Young Life
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Donate
ACS is funded by a series of private and
corporate grants. As we continue to expand
our reach into the social sector, we are
actively looking for donors who share our
vision and passion for capacity building
and community connection in Asia.
To make a donation scan the QR code
or visit: asiancharityservices.org/donate

Transcend International
UBS
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We serve those who serve

Get Connected with ACS
acscommunity
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